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Experimental achievement and signatures of ignition at the National Ignition Facility
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An inertial fusion implosion on the National Ignition Facility, conducted on August 8, 2021 (N210808),
recently produced more than a megajoule of fusion yield and passed Lawson’s criterion for ignition [Phys.
Rev. Lett. 129, 075001 (2022)]. We describe the experimental improvements that enabled N210808 and present
the first experimental measurements from an igniting plasma in the laboratory. Ignition metrics like the product
of hot-spot energy and pressure squared, in the absence of self-heating, increased by ∼35%, leading to record
values and an enhancement from previous experiments in the hot-spot energy (∼3×), pressure (∼2×), and mass
(∼2×). These results are consistent with self-heating dominating other power balance terms. The burn rate
increases by an order of magnitude after peak compression, and the hot-spot conditions show clear evidence
for burn propagation into the dense fuel surrounding the hot spot. These novel dynamics and thermodynamic
properties have never been observed on prior inertial fusion experiments.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.106.025202

I. INTRODUCTION

The pursuit of nuclear fusion in the laboratory requires the
generation of extreme conditions, especially for inertial con-
finement fusion (ICF). ICF uses high-power drivers to rapidly
compress and heat the deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel to fusion
conditions [1]; here we discuss laser-driven indirect drive [2],
in which the laser energy is converted to a thermal x-ray bath
inside a “hohlraum,” which produces a high ablation pressure
on the outer surface of a fuel-containing capsule, imploding it.
This process is inefficient, with only a small fraction (∼1%) of
the initial laser energy coupled into the fuel’s internal energy
through PdV (P: pressure; dV: volume change) work of the
implosion. Heating a large fuel mass to temperatures where
the fusion power exceeds bremsstrahlung losses (�4.3 keV
for “clean” DT without high-Z mix) is therefore energetically
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prohibitive, so the implosion is designed to generate a smaller
mass central “hot spot” in which fusion can begin to burn
and subsequently propagate into a larger fuel mass. For burn
propagation, enabling high yield, to occur, the hot spot must
enter regimes where the fusion self-heating becomes domi-
nant. Experiments at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) [3]
recently entered into the “burning plasma” regime [4,5], in
which the fusion self-heating is greater than the PdV work.
These experiments generated fusion yields up to 170 kJ, sub-
stantially less than the 1.9 MJ laser energy, and were still in
a regime where the self-heating from fusion did not exceed
loss mechanisms. Beyond a burning plasma the next novel
physical regime is an “ignited” plasma in which self-heating
is greater than all loss mechanisms leading to a thermonuclear
instability [6].

The NIF experiment N210808 [7] produced a fusion yield
of 1.37 MJ, 8× higher than its predecessor, passing scientific
criteria for ignition [8]. Here we describe the experimental
development that led to this result and present novel exper-
imental signatures for ignition and burn propagation, which
have never before been observed in laboratory experiments.
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FIG. 1. Improvements made in the N210808 experiment in-
cluded higher-quality capsules (top, showing the number of pits,
voids, and high-Z inclusions compared to predecessor experiments)
and lower coast time (bottom; see Ref. [9] for details of the design
change made to enable the reduced coast time). Compared to the
predecessors, the pressure of N210808 increased dramatically, as
expected for the reduced coast [10]. Inset at top are scanning electron
microscope and tomography images of pits and voids, respectively,
in previous capsule batches.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the exper-
imental improvements made that enabled N210808’s record
level of performance, Sec. III describes the measurement and
inference methodology used, Sec. IV explores novel data-
based signatures of ignition, and the paper is concluded in
Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS

N210808 was an experiment conducted using the “Hybrid
E” design; see Ref. [9]. The “Hybrid” strategy [11] aimed
to increase the capsule scale, which is advantageous for per-
formance if other implosion parameters are preserved; the
Hybrid E approach to solving this challenge was to use a
smaller case-to-capsule ratio (the ratio of the hohlraum radius
to capsule radius) to improve hohlraum efficiency while rein-
troducing the use of cross-beam energy transfer (CBET) to
control drive symmetry [12,13]. Initial Hybrid E experiments
showed dramatically improved energy coupling to the capsule
(by ∼50%–60%), at the cost of reduced stagnation pressure
[12]. These initial experiments (purple stars in Fig. 1) were

limited by long “coast time,” which is the duration between
when the radiation drive on the implosions begins to decrease
after the laser turns off at the time of peak compression,
and suffered mix from capsule defects [12,14]. The coast
time on those initial shots was ∼1.4 ns from 95% peak ra-
diation temperature (Trad) to peak compression, or ∼1.6 ns
from the laser turning off to peak compression (as shown
in Fig. 1). Such long coast times are deleterious because
the in-flight shell can decompress and the shell deceleration
occurs over a longer duration, reducing stagnation pressure
[10,15,16] because of the reduced rate at which kinetic energy
is converted to internal energy. A metric for ignition is the
product of hot-spot energy and pressured squared (EP2) [17],
so increasing energy coupling at the cost of pressure is not ad-
vantageous [18]. Reducing the coast time to below ∼1–1.2 ns
was therefore key to advancing Hybrid E implosions into the
burning-plasma regime [5]. The previous experimental cam-
paigns had observed clear instances in which capsule quality
reduced performance through higher levels of mix [12–14],
motivating continued improvement in the target quality. These
two improvements in the coast time and capsule quality are
shown in Fig. 1. Lastly, efforts are ongoing to improve the
low-mode drive symmetry on the capsule. Herein we describe
these three improvements made between the burning-plasma
experiments described in Refs. [4,5] and N210808.

A. Coast time

We implemented a reduced size laser entrance hole
(LEH) to increase the hohlraum efficiency, which enabled
an improved lower-coast implosion design [9]. Predecessor
experiments to validate the modeling of the reduced LEH
were conducted [19,20] prior to a specific predecessor shot,
N210601, to N210808 described here. Prior to DT layered
experiments, simpler gas-filled symmetry capsule (“symcap”)
experiments are conducted to test aspects of the implosion
design and benchmark our computational models [9]. Prior
to N210808 a symcap experiment, N210601, was conducted
to benchmark the drive and symmetry with the reduced LEH
size and modified pulse shape. N210601 used the reduced-
size 3.1 mm LEH; from the original Hybrid-E beam pointing
scheme [13], moving the outer beams in z for the smaller
LEH was tested by the “hohlraum scan” project [19,20]. The
redesigned pulse shape that enabled reduced coast time is
described in Ref. [9]. Compared to the full-energy DT ex-
periment, the laser energy is reduced to 1.7 MJ to reduce
laser damage, with the pulse length maintained and peak
power reduced correspondingly. Similarly, a symcap experi-
ment N191118 served as a predecessor to the burning plasma
DT experiments (N210207 and N210307). Here we compare
the data from these symcap shots.

Figure 2 shows the delivered laser pulses (top) and radi-
ation temperature (Trad, bottom) vs time for the two symcap
experiments; Trad is measured with the Dante instrument [21].
The temporal dynamics here illustrate the key aspect of the
hohlraum design change, as discussed in Ref. [9]. With the
smaller LEH the peak power can be reduced yet Trad is main-
tained, being comparable until ∼7.5 ns, when the N191118
pulse turns off and its Trad begins decreasing. For N210601 in
contrast, the laser pulse continues and Trad continues to rise for
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FIG. 2. Total laser power (top) and hohlraum radiation tempera-
ture (bottom) vs time for N191118 and N210601. The bang times for
each are shown by the dashed lines in the corresponding color.

an additional few hundred ps. By bang time, denoted by the
vertical dashed curves and measured here with SPIDER [22],
Trad is significantly higher on N210601 indicating an expected
improvement from the coast physics.

While improving the drive by hohlraum energetics, the
implosion symmetry must be maintained, here by adjusting
the amount of CBET using �λ. By increasing �λ from
1.25 Å (N191118) to 1.8 Å (N210601), preshot expectations
were that the symmetry would be maintained (see Ref. [9]).
Figure 3 shows x-ray self-emission images measured using
penumbral imaging [23] on the two experiments. The mode
2 Legendre symmetry (P2) is slightly prolate on both ex-
periments: P2 = 12.5 ± 3 μm on N191118, and P2 = 4.7 ±
0.4 μm on N210601. The reduction in prolate P2 is much
less than would have been expected (see Ref. [9]) without the
compensating effect of the increased �λ, and these experi-
ments thus provided key benchmark data before the following
DT experiments. The effect of reduced coast time for the DT
layered experiment is discussed in Ref. [9] with the increased
pressure, inferred using the methodology in Ref. [24], at de-
creased coast time summarized in Fig. 1.

B. Capsule quality

Fabrication defects on the capsule used for an experi-
ment as well as engineering features of the target have been
previously shown to seed hydrodynamic instabilities that
subsequently inject capsule material into the fuel, reducing

FIG. 3. X-ray self-emission images from the two symcap exper-
iments. The spatial scales are in μm. The color scale is identical for
the two images, and the 17% emissivity contour is marked in white.

performance by increased radiative losses [25]. Engineering
features are predominantly the capsule support “tent” (a thin
membrane which suspends the capsule at the center of the
hohlraum) and the fill tube, through which the DT fuel enters
the capsule. While the tent affected CH ablator experiments
[26,27] it is thought to be less impactful for high-density
carbon (HDC) shells. In contrast we know that the fill tube
injects a substantial amount of mix [28,29] which can be
mitigated by reducing its diameter [30,31]. For the first time
in the Hybrid-E campaign we reduced the diameter of the fill
tube from 5 to 2 μm.

The capsule quality, specifically the number of “pits” and
“voids,” was also improved for the target used on N210808;
these imperfections have been shown to cause mix in previ-
ous experiments [14]. Pits are missing material on the outer
surface of the capsule, measured with optical microscopy,
while “voids” are regions of missing material within the shell
wall, measured with x-ray computed tomography. In addition
to voids, high-Z particles included in the shell have been
observed on some shells. Smaller voids are characterized in a
20× tomography, capturing 5% of the shell at high resolution,
while larger voids are measured across the entire shell in a 4×
tomography. Figure 1 shows these metrics for shells used in
previous work [4] vs the shell used on N210808. A significant
improvement in quality is clearly apparent; future work will
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FIG. 4. Neutron emission isotropy as an Aitoff projection in target-chamber coordinates, comparing the three experiments.

further investigate the degree to which the improved capsule
quality aided N210808 and the level at which these defects are
tolerable for ignition experiments.

C. Low-mode symmetry

The drive symmetry on the capsule, especially at low
mode numbers, must be controlled to achieve high implosion
performance [32]. The mode-2 symmetry on N210808 was
controlled using the data from N210601, described previously,
plus simulation and quasiempirical models (see Ref. [9]).
The impact of mode 1 asymmetries in capsule implosions on
NIF has been studied extensively recently. Seeds for mode-1
asymmetry include laser nonuniformities [33], asymmetries
in the initial fabricated capsule thickness [34], and from di-
agnostic windows placed in the hohlraum equator [35,36].
The NIF laser power balance and accuracy have been im-
proved recently [8], and capsule thickness asymmetries are
controlled, within our ability, using preshot metrology. For
the first time in the Hybrid-E campaign, N210808 used a new
design of the equatorial diagnostic windows which reduces
the flux asymmetry. The resulting asymmetry is characterized
either using the resulting bulk hot-spot velocity [37,38] or
with the isotropy of neutron emission [39,40]. For the former,
the apparent hot-spot velocity is comparable between the three
experiments: 68 ± 7 km/s on N210808 vs 73 ± 12 (56 ±
9) km/s on N210207 (N210307). From the neutron emission
isotropy, which is shown in Fig. 4, the variation in compres-
sion shell areal density (ρR) can be inferred [39,41]. For these
experiments the RMS variation in ρR is slightly smaller on
N210808, 0.11 ± 0.02 g/cm2 vs 0.15 ± 0.01 (0.13 ± 0.01)
on the predecessor experiments N210207 (N210307). While
this does not appear to be a dramatic improvement, the dy-
namics of low-mode asymmetry in the ignition regime are
complicated by the highly dynamic explosion process driven
by higher stagnation pressure, and this physics will be ex-
plored in a future publication.

III. DATA AND INFERENCES

Conditions in the burning fuel of a NIF experiment are
understood through a combination of directly measured and
inferred quantities. Due to the substantially higher yield on
N210808 compared to any previous NIF experiments some
diagnostic data experienced saturation or required special
processing. The nuclear yield is measured by both nuclear
activation of Zr [42] and magnetic spectroscopy of elastically
scattered charged particles in the magnetic recoil spectrometer
(MRS) [43,44]; these instruments returned data as normal.
The ion temperature (Ti) is inferred by the Doppler width [45]

of emitted neutrons using neutron time of flight (NTOF) de-
tectors [46,47]; here the DD neutron measured temperature is
typically used for inferred quantities [4,24] and is unaffected
by signal saturation. The DT ion temperature, measured by
the MRS, is in agreement with the same measurement using
electronic NTOF, which relied on advanced fitting routines of
clipped scope traces. The fuel areal density is inferred from
the down-scattered ratio, which is measured by both NTOF
and MRS. Nuclear burn width was measured by both the
Gamma Reaction History (GRH) [48] and Gamma Cherenkov
Detector [49], while a redundant x-ray-based measurement
was unavailable due to saturation. The hohlraum radiation
temperature history is measured by DANTE (a low-energy
resolution spectrometer) [21]. Key scalar quantities from these
measurements are summarized in Table 1 of Ref. [8] and used
for the analysis here.

Imaging of x-ray and neutron self-emission from the
burning plasma is typically measured using a variety of
systems. Here time-integrated x-ray [23,50] and neutron im-
ages [51,52] are available plus one equatorial detector [53]
recorded time-resolved x-ray images. The isotropy of neutron
emission, correlated with the implosion low-mode symmetry,
is measured using activation detectors [39,40,54] (shown in
Fig. 4). The N210808 imaging data, shown in Fig. 5 compared
to the two previous shots (N210207 and N210307), exhibit a
larger volume by approximately a factor of 2. Note that in
all shots a bright feature in the x-ray emission images, from
the fill-tube jet [23,31], is visible, but not at a level where the
inferred size is substantially affected. In particular, the neutron
self-emission region defines the hot spot where the key fusion
power balance is taking place.

These measurements are used to produce data-based in-
ferences of the hot-spot conditions; in particular the nuclear
yield, ion temperature, burn duration, and volume are used for
the hot-spot inference methodology described in Refs. [4] and
[24]. This produces hot-spot quantities including its ρR, mass,
internal energy, and pressure, which are used for the Lawson
ignition criteria discussed in Ref. [8] and the discussion in the
following section.

IV. IGNITION SIGNATURES

Herein is the first clear experimental signature that this ex-
periment is in a new regime. In lower performance implosions
where the self-heating approximately balances energy losses
from bremsstrahlung x-ray emission and thermal conduction,
the compression and expansion are approximately adiabatic,
and in such a case a 2× increase in volume would decrease
the pressure (PV γ staying constant). Instead for N210808
we have both the pressure and volume increasing ∼2× for
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FIG. 5. Self-emission imaging data for N210808 (right) com-
pared to predecessor experiments (N210207, N210307) using
neutron or x-ray imagers. Images are shown at top, all 100 ×
100 μm, with the diagnostic type, and line of sight in target-chamber
coordinates is given (θ, φ in degrees from the top of the target cham-
ber) at left. The bottom plot shows the average radius (P0, defined
as the 17% emissivity contour vs the peak brightness) vs yield of
the shot (with some points artificially displaced by a small amount
for clarity). N210808 exhibits a substantially increased volume while
simultaneously having a higher inferred pressure.

a comparable fuel kinetic energy (see Ref. [9]), which clearly
indicates a substantial additional energy input to the hot spot,
in this case from the fusion self-heating. This is described as a
thermodynamic ignition criteria in Ref. [55]. Compared to the
burning-plasma experiments we see a PV γ “boost” [55] of
4.9+1.0

−0.9 (6.7+1.4
−1.2) relative to shot N210207 (N210307), which

is a significant change in the thermodynamic conditions driven
by self-heating.

The power balance in the hot spot, which determines the
evolution of the hot-spot temperature, is [11]

cDT
dTth

dt
= fαQα − fBQB,DT − Qe − 1

m
p

dV

dt
, (1)

where cDT is the plasma heat capacity, and Qα is the alpha
self-heating power from fusion where fα is the fraction of
the α energy deposited in the hot spot [56]. QB,DT is the
bremsstrahlung emission for equimolar DT, where the fB fac-
tor is the fraction of the emission lost (<1 with reabsorption,
>1 if enhanced by higher Z material in the hot spot). Qe is
the thermal conduction loss, and the last term represents PdV
work done on or by the hot spot depending on the sign of
dV/dt . For more details see Refs. [4] and [8].

QB,DT and Qe invariably act as loss mechanisms from the
hot spot. The point at which self-heating surpasses the sum of
these two loss mechanisms is the static self-heating regime,
which was marginally reached in previous experiments, no-
tably N210207 as discussed in Ref. [4]. To illustrate the degree
to which fusion self-heating increased on N210808 vs exper-
iments in the burning-plasma regime, we add this igniting
experiment to a burning-plasma criteria from Hurricane et al.
[57] as used in Ref. [4]; this is shown in Fig. 6 (equivalent
to Fig. 3 in Ref. [4]). The Hurricane criteria are written as
an inequality relative to the implosion velocity [see Eq. (1)
in Ref. [4]] and drawn as a contour in ρRhs, Ti space (top of
Fig. 6) or as a radio between the effective condition veloc-
ity and the implosion velocity (vcond/vimp > 1 corresponding
to a burning plasma). This parameter effectively quadruples
from the burning-plasma experiments to N210808. The self-
heating boundary ( fαQα > fBQB,DT + Qe) is shown by the
black dashed curve. Clearly N210808 is significantly beyond
both the burning-plasma boundary (as shown by the condi-
tion’s probability plot at the bottom of Fig. 6) as well as the
static self-heating boundary.

Surpassing the static self-heating boundary is a necessary
but not sufficient criteria for ignition because after peak com-
pression is reached, dV/dt > 0 and acts as a loss mechanism.
The temperature evolution is therefore determined by whether
the self-heating ( fαQα) can overcome all of the negative (loss)
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1). The time-integrated
images (Fig. 5) being larger while simulation models show
that the radius at peak compression is similar [9] strongly
suggests, in combination with the high hot-spot pressure, that
burn occurs while the hot spot is expanding (dV/dt > 0) and
that self-heating must dominate. This can also be seen in
measurements of the fusion burn history, shown in Fig. 7 as
the fusion power vs time (in power units, i.e., mhs fαQα). Here
we use Gaussian fits to the data with 1σ errors denoted by the
shaded regions; far from the peak non-Gaussian may occur
that is not captured in Fig. 7. Each measurement has been
aligned relative to the simulated time of peak compression.
We see that all shots have a fusion burn rate ∼1 PW near the
time of peak compression, and what is notable is the behav-
ior after peak compression: N210207 and N210307 increase
only ∼2×, as PdV losses counteract self-heating while they
expand. In contrast N210808 has the burn rate increase by
more than an order of magnitude from peak compression to
peak power, which can occur only for an igniting implosion
where self-heating dominates the right-hand side of Eq. (1).
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FIG. 6. Top: Hot-spot parameter space of Ti and ρRhs with
previous experiments, as well as N210808, shown relative to the
burning-plasma criteria of Ref. [57] (black curve) and the static self-
heating boundary (black dashed curve). Probabilistic distributions
are shown for the Hybrid-E burning plasma experiments (N201101,
gray; N210207, blue; N210307, purple) as well as N210808 in red.
The bottom plot shows the burning plasma condition on velocity,
normalized to the implosion velocity (>1 corresponding to a burning
plasma) for N210808 relative to previous experiments.

Figure 8 shows additional signatures of ignition in the
energy and mass in the hot spot on N210808 relative to the
database of prior NIF shots (inferred using the methodology in
Ref. [24]). Compared to the previous high-performing exper-
iments, N210808 has ∼2× the hot-spot mass (mhs) and more
than 3× the energy Ehs. We can start with Ehs = cDTmhsThs,
and since the self-heating is the source of energy after the
initial formation of the hot spot (here we know from the previ-
ously discussed data that the burn is predominantly occurring
after minimum volume), the evolution is

dEhs

dt
= cDT

(
mhs

dThs

dt
+ dmhs

dt
Ths

)
. (2)

FIG. 7. Fusion power vs time, relative to peak compression (t =
0, gray dashed line). The shaded bands denote 1σ uncertainty.

Using Eq. (1) with the assumption that the hot-spot mass
increase is driven by the escaping α particles and thermal
conductivity [11]:

dmhs

dt
= mhs

cDTThs
[(1 − fα )Qα + Qe], (3)

dEhs

dt
= mhsQα − mhs fBQB,DT − p

dV

dt
. (4)

The substantial increase in hot-spot energy and mass is
therefore clear experimental evidence that the self-heating is
dominating over all other power-balance terms, a signature of
ignition and propagation.

This can also be seen in inferred reconstructions of the
hot spot. Figure 9 investigates the hot-spot temperature. Tem-
poral and spatial averaged temperatures, measured from DT
and DD neutron Doppler broadening, increases by ∼2× on
N210808. Using the methodology of Ref. [24], the center of
Fig. 9 shows a 1D conduction-limited profile inferred from

FIG. 8. Inferred hot-spot mass and energy for N210808 com-
pared to previous shots.
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FIG. 9. Inferred temperature from neutron time of flight spectra (DT and DD, left). Using a 1D hot-spot model the temperature as a function
of radius (center) and mass (right) is inferred. For the latter two plots 1σ uncertainties are denoted by the shaded regions.

the data, with N210808 being both hotter and larger. The right
plot shows the inferred hot-spot temperature as a function of
the hot-spot mass. It is clear that the amount of fuel mass
which corresponds to the hot spots on N210207 and N210307
(∼20–30 μg) is significantly hotter on N210808, by ∼2×. In
addition, N210808 exhibits a substantial mass at several keV
temperatures. This is a clear signature of burn propagation,
especially as the total fuel mass is ∼200 μg, suggesting that
around a third of the fuel is at fusion-relevant conditions
(� 4 keV) on N210808, compared to ∼10% for the lower
performing N210207 and N210307.

Hot-spot reconstructions are also performed using 3D re-
constructions of the neutron emissivity [58] combined with
an isobaric model [59]. The inferred temperature vs fuel mass
from these reconstructions is shown in Fig. 10, which con-
firms that N210808 experienced a significant level of burn
propagation into the cold fuel, with a significant fraction of
fuel both heated to several keV temperatures and produc-
ing substantial fractions of the total yield compared to the
burning-plasma experiments (N210207, N210307).

Lastly, we examine the hot-spot energy and pressure. What
the energy and pressure would have been in the absence of
self-heating (Ehs,nα and Phs,nα respectively) is inferred [60];
the quantity Ehs,nαP2

hs,nα is a metric for ignition or performance
[17,18], and the threshold nature of ignition means that the
burn-on quantity should increase rapidly as the power balance
tips in favor of self-heating. The data are shown in Fig. 11,
with the burn-off quantities at top and burn-on at bottom
compared to previous data. In each plot, contours of EP2 are
shown relative to the value achieved on N210207. In burn-off
quantities EP2 improved on N210808 by about 30%–40%
from the predecessor (N210207), consistent with previous es-
timates of the gap between those burning-plasma experiments
and ignition [4,5]. In the ignition regime, self-heating dramat-
ically increases these hot-spot quantities from their burn-off
values, as seen in Fig. 11: in the presence of self-heating, EP2

is increased by ∼8× relative to the predecessor experiment
with the ∼35% improvement without self-heating.

We note that these hot-spot quantities are physically im-
plausible to achieve on NIF for indirect drive designs without
the presence of dominating self-heating. Here the internal
energy of the hot spot is more than 3× the fuel’s kinetic energy
during implosion; in contrast all previous NIF experiments

had the hot-spot energy, at best, comparable to the initial fuel
kinetic energy. The stagnation pressure is significantly higher
than any previous experiment; reaching >500 GBar pressures
is only plausible to achieve with dominant self-heating given

FIG. 10. 3D reconstructions of the hot spot are also used to infer
the Ti (top) and fraction of yield produced (bottom) vs fuel mass.
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FIG. 11. Hot-spot pressure and energy, inferred without the in-
fluence of self-heating (top) and with self-heating included (bottom).
Contours of constant EP2 relative to N210207 are shown.

the amount of work being done on the hot spot during the
implosion.

V. CONCLUSION

N210808 was an ICF experiment conducted using the Hy-
brid E design [12,13] in which previous experiments, in the
burning-plasma regime [4,5], were improved by reducing the
implosion’s coast time [9] and improving capsule quality; the
combination of these changes improved the performance of
this implosion by ∼8× with its surpassing Lawson’s criterion
for ignition [8]. Here we present details on the experimental
improvements implemented for N210808, and we examine
the data and inferred hot-spot metrics in more depth. The
hot-spot energy and pressure increased dramatically from
the predecessor experiments, examining the metric EP2 the
burn-off quantity increased ∼35%, while with the presence of
self-heating it increased ∼8×, a clear signature of the ignition
process, which is fundamentally a thermodynamic instability.
The hot-spot energy and mass being substantially higher than
the predecessors is direct evidence of the alpha heating dom-
inating over other energy balance terms. We observe that the
fusion burn rate increases more than an order of magnitude
after the time of peak compression, and that burn propagation
into a significant fraction of the dense fuel occurred for the
first time. These observations are seen for the first time in the

laboratory on N210808 and are signatures of the ignition and
burn propagation process.
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